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Curvy Girls Erotica For Women
**MATURE CONTENT WARNING: These sexy books are recommended for 18+**
BOOK ONE IN SERIES IS CURRENTLY FREE!For as long as I can remember, I've
had a boring, predictable life. I work at a low-paying job and have ho-hum missionary
sex with my long-term boyfriend, who calls me "pear shaped" (and not in a good way).
I've never been with more than one man or explored myself sexually. That's for sexy,
skinny girls. Girls with exciting lives. Girls I'm not.When a series of events send my life
into a tailspin, I find myself at a mansion in the Hollywood Hills, locking eyes with a
gorgeous, sexy stranger who sends my heart racing. Our first night together is one I'll
never forget. Or the next. Shockingly, he wants to pay me lots of money just to have me
as his personal sex goddess. Best of all, he's not the only one.Soon, I'm discovering my
sexuality for the first time, caught up in the exciting, glamorous world of high-class
escorting. I'm also discovering myself: the independent, sexy, confident woman I was
meant to be. Trouble is, I can't give my body without giving my heart. I'm falling in love
with more than one man, and they with me. I can't choose just one . . . Or can I?SET
INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING BOOKS:BOOK 1: Ariella meets Brant, a sexy Olympic
millionaire ski racer who rocks her world. But does he have a secret side?BOOK 2:
Ariella continues her relationship with Brant, the sexy Olympic ski racer with a secret.
But the lure of a mysterious billionaire beckons...BOOK 3: Ariella meets Sterling, the
mysterious billionaire with a dark side. Will her feelings for him be enough to overcome
his past? And what happens when Brant shows up again?BOOK 4: Ariella seduces
Westcott, the wealthy, brooding artist who promises her the world. But when a man
from her past shows up, who will she choose?BOOK 5: Ariella meets sexy identical
twins who wine her and dine her... and more. But what happens when two men from
her past reappear? And what will she say when one proposes?BOOK 6: Ariella must
choose between the rich, sexy men who love her, each with his own (ahem) attributes.
Which man finally wins her heart? Or does she walk away from them all?BOOK 7:
Ariella finally chooses the man she will spend the rest of her life with. He's rich, sexy,
successful, and gives her the best sex of her life. But can she forget the other men who
also stole her heart?
Warning: This erotic romance book contains very strong language and super steamy
adult entertainment - BBW (big beautiful women), New Adult romance, Curvy, Busty,
Bigger, Spanking, BDSM, domination, submission, contemporary, Adult romance,
women's fiction. Strictly for Adults. 18+ Bigger Girls Do It: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance)
This collection includes: Bigger Girls Do It on Top and Dominant - Book 1 Bigger Girls
Do It in the Champagne Room - Book 2 Bigger Girls Do It with Billionaire Bachelors Book 3 Check Out My Other Erotica Books: Curvy Girls Do It Collection: 9 Complete
Erotic Romance Stories Busty Girls Collection: 5 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big
Girls One Night Collection: 6 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls One Night
with a Prince Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard Big Girls One Night with a Dairy
Doctor Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy Girls Do It: Books 5 - 8 (Erotic Romance)
Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and Steamy Big Girls One Night with a Football
Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty Curvy Girls Do It Pregnant and Horny Sizzling Wild
Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do It: Books 1- 4 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Big Girls One
Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It On Dairy Farm Curvy
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Girls Do It Deeper
Pleasure and pain once again intertwine in the second installment of Sparrow Beckett’s
Masters Unleashed series. Known as a brat in the kink community, Everly can
intimidate even the most experienced Dom. Then she meets Ambrose, a dominant who
finds her ways amusing. Not only does he charm the pants off her, he makes her crave
his mastery. After being abandoned by his submissive, Ambrose has avoided any
serious connections—until he meets Everly, who refuses to be ignored. But just when he
thinks he’s found the perfect sub, he finds out she’s an anti-poverty activist with harsh
opinions about the rich. Telling her he’s wealthy will ruin everything, but he can’t collar
her with a huge lie hanging over them. Will the best thing that’s ever happened to him
walk away when she finds out the truth?
Seven erotic and curvaceous tales. Three naughty wishes, a deep slumber, a missing
sparkly pump, a beastly bargain, a blood red cape, forbidden deadly fruit, and a trip
down an erotic rabbit hole. Three Wishes: Jazz is sick of men making decisions with
her life when a gift from her future groom, gives her the key to freedom with just three
wishes. Red: Red is in a land torn by two cultures, a trip through the woods brings her
right into the enemy's grasp and she's looking good enough to eat. Ashes: Ashland has
been browbeaten by her evil stepmother and stepsisters for far too long, and a cruel
joke backfires when the "Prince" only has eyes for her. Bonita: Bo is snatched in the
middle of the night by a man seeking her father's help to cure his beastly curse, and
she is the pawn. Slumber: A family curse has finally extended its sinister grip on an
unsuspecting Ro, and Flip must learn that it'll take more than modern medicine to bring
the curvaceous beauty out of her deep sleep. Yuki Shiro: Yuki is being hunted through
the mountains of Japan, but instead of taking her heart, the huntsman just might steal it.
Wanderlust: Aliyah craves more from her dull life and one night in a private club, opens
up a world of decadent pleasures she didn't even know existed. From the author of the
bestselling Damaged Souls Series, is a diverse mix of heroes and curvy beauties,
spanning centuries and across countries. Your favorite childhood fairy tales...all grown
up.
The Plus Size Girls Coloring Book celebrates the larger ladies and shows that bodies of
every size just want to have some fun. Illustrated by Artist MightyKaci, this first volume
contains images of 24 beautiful babes ready for you to bring them to life.
Includes an excerpt from Misadventures with a book boyfriend.
Emerson Dance is one of the most prestigious dance companies in the country. And I
got kicked off the team right before nationals because my curves don't "fit." Not their
idea of a perfect dancer's body and definitely not their costume.I'm going to enter the
competition on my own and show them that every body is a dancer's body. It will mean
practicing in the gym with the bodybuilders, but I can shove my nerves - and my
attraction to Carter McCormac - aside long enough to win.My reputation, and my future,
depend on it.If you love girls who buck the rules and guys strong enough to lift them up,
you'll love Curvy Girls Can't Dance, a standalone romance in The Curvy Girl Club! Grab
your copy and fall in love today!
Resigning from The Club, a members-only facility where a man's every fantasy can
come true, when he marries innocent Keiley Hardin, John "Mac" McCoy is tormented by
his fantasies of sharing his wife with another man, fantasies that are transformed into
reality with the arrival of his best friend, Jethro Riggs, who helps him introduce Keiley to
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a pleasure she never expected. Reprint.
Curvy Women Wanted: Volume Three Bought Bride Convict Woman of His Dreams
Rock Hard
Curvy Girls Do It Deeper - Short Erotic Romance - Book 1 Mature Content Warning:
This erotic romance book contains very strong language and super steamy adult
entertainment - BBW (Big beautiful women), New Adult Romance, Curvy, Busty,
Bigger, Spanking, BDSM, Domination, Submission, Contemporary, Adult romance,
Women's fiction. Strictly for Adults. 18+ Our first thought was to join a dating site to
meet men for casual encounters, wanting it and how we want it is what it is all about.
How could I go back to regular boring old game after having a taste of these three
luscious babes? Enjoy! Check Out My Other (Erotica) Books: Curvy Girls Do It
Collection: 9 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Busty Girls Collection: 5 Complete
Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls One Night Collection: 6 Complete Erotic Romance
Stories Big Girls One Night with a Prince Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard Big
Girls One Night with a Dairy Doctor Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy Girls Do It:
Books 5 - 8 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and Steamy Big Girls
One Night with a Football Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty Curvy Girls Do It
Pregnant and Horny Sizzling Wild Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do It: Books 1- 4 (Erotic
Romance) Boxed Set Big Girls One Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set
Curvy Girls Do It On Dairy Farm Bigger Girls Do It on Top and Dominant
Curvy Girls Do It Pregnant and Horny: Short Erotic Romance - Book 2 Mature Content
Warning: This erotic romance book contains very strong language and super steamy
adult entertainment - BBW (Big beautiful women), New Adult Romance, Curvy, Busty,
Bigger, Horny, Spanking, BDSM, Domination, Submission, Contemporary, Adult
romance, Women's fiction. Strictly for Adults. 18+ There was an irony to being fertile
and pregnant, something that had happened with clinical precision, because it was
done in a clinic. She is a mountain of a woman with curves that are like the Rockies and
a desire that is even bigger. Enjoy! Check Out My Other (Erotica) Books: Curvy Girls
Do It Collection: 9 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Busty Girls Collection: 5 Complete
Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls One Night Collection: 6 Complete Erotic Romance
Stories Big Girls One Night with a Prince Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard Big
Girls One Night with a Dairy Doctor Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy Girls Do It:
Books 5 - 8 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and Steamy Big Girls
One Night with a Football Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty Curvy Girls Do It
Pregnant and Horny Sizzling Wild Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do It: Books 1- 4 (Erotic
Romance) Boxed Set Big Girls One Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set
Curvy Girls Do It On Dairy Farm Curvy Girls Do It Deeper
I’m hopeless with men. I attract all the wrong ones, and my landlord is top of the list. I
need a job, and fast, but instead I’m in the back of a perfect stranger’s car, letting him
do things to me that I’ve only dreamed of... Caden isn’t used to meeting beautiful
women on the street. As an attractive billionaire, he’s even less used to them running
away. But then his mystery woman shows up as his new assistant, and he’s going to
punish her for disappearing on him. A punishment which soon morphs into something
else altogether. Keeley can’t believe her luck. Her new job comes with
some...orgasmic perks, but Caden Fox is renowned for having a short attention span,
especially when it comes to companionship. Does she dare trust him with her heart, as
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well as her body, or will her fears and his rivals’ machinations tear them apart forever?
This is a 2-in-1 curvy girl romance bundled set containing two friends-to-lovers
standalones—Curvy Attraction and Curvy Perfection. That means twice the heat, double
the sizzling angst, and of course, two happily-ever-after endings with all the feels and
all the swoon. Enjoy! CURVY ATTRACTION “Ride with me.” Three simple words. A
seemingly perfect solution after my car breaks down. So why am I so nervous about
this? Sure, I’ve harbored the biggest crush on him for over a decade. But one road trip
isn’t going to clue him in on that well-kept secret. I can’t put my finger on what’s
making this ride feel like a big deal. That is, until he pulls me close and revs the hard
rumbling engine of his bike. Okay, things are definitely different. And the ride hasn’t
even begun yet. Previously published as Riding Curves (c) 2012 with revisions
throughout, newly added content, and an extended ending. Enjoy two-for-one
SAVINGS with this **UPDATED 2021 Edition** that now includes the standalone, Curvy
Perfection (now included only in this two-book bundle, no longer available separately). *
* * * * * * * * * CURVY PERFECTION “Marry me.” Two words I’d never imagined would
ever come out of his mouth, and he’s saying them to me. One problem. He isn’t
proposing so much as proposing a solution to a problem. A big one I never knew
existed that’ll take both of us to fix. Pragmatically proposed or not, imagining a life with
him is as easy as breathing. We were lifelong friends, after all—until we weren’t. He
went away without explanation. Now he’s back. The thing is, it takes more than a
slowly rekindling friendship to sustain a marriage. And with each passing day he wears
me down, I’m starting to think he’s known that all along. Previously published as
Curve Wife (c) 2016 with revisions throughout, newly added content, and an extended
ending. * * * * * * * * * * DEAL DUOS COLLECTION Bundle #1: Tempted Beyond
Reason & Tempted Beyond Relief Bundle #2: Chasing Her Curves & Capturing Her
Curves Bundle #3: Curvy Attraction & Curvy Perfection Bundle #4: Hot Alpha Nights &
Tempted by Trouble Bundle #5: Theirs to Keep & Curve Negotiation
Mature Content Warning: This erotic romance book contains very strong language and
super steamy adult entertainment - BBW (Big beautiful women), New Adult Romance,
Curvy, Busty, Bigger, Spanking, BDSM, Domination, Submission, Contemporary, Adult
romance, Women's fiction. Strictly for Adults. 18+ Bigger Girls Do It All Night Long:
Short Erotic Romance – Book 4 In spite of the trepidation the women had and the
somewhat restrained attitude the men had toward each other based on their newly
discovered common interest, dinner turned into a lively exchange of jokes and stories.
Conversation flowed freely and when Armand suggested that they have a nightcap
back at his hotel room, Jacques said, “We could go to my place.” Georgia said, “Or to
our place.” Enjoy! Check Out My Other Erotica Books: Curvy Girls Do It Collection: 9
Complete Erotic Romance Stories Busty Girls Collection: 5 Complete Erotic Romance
Stories Big Girls One Night Collection: 6 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls
One Night with a Prince Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard Big Girls One Night with
a Dairy Doctor Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy Girls Do It: Books 5 - 8 (Erotic
Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and Steamy Big Girls One Night with a
Football Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty Curvy Girls Do It Pregnant and Horny
Sizzling Wild Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do It: Books 1- 4 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set
Big Girls One Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It On Dairy
Farm Curvy Girls Do It Deeper
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Sanity is overrated in this “captivating, funny, exciting” fantasy adventure from the New
York Times bestselling author of the Scarred Earth Saga (Smexy Books). Some things
never go away, like vile enemies, bad ale, and annoying kin. But I thought I was
finished with the one dragon I’d have done anything for: Éibhear the Blue, a big,
gorgeous, blue-haired beast who thinks the world belongs to him. The world and,
apparently, me. So if Éibhear wants to play the caring hero and travel into the most
forsaken of Gods forsaken lands to protect the one woman who doesn’t need
it—namely me—I’ll let him. Because while I’m trying to fulfill a ridiculous quest for a
pushy god, I’m going to draw this overconfident warlord much too close, rekindle his
fires, and enjoy every minute of his delicious defeat . . . Praise for the Dragon Kin
Series “Aiken’s patented mix of bloodthirsty action, crazy scenarios and hilarious
dialogue have made this series a truly unique pleasure.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ Stars)
“A chest thumping, mead-hall rocking, enemy slaying brawl of a good book.”—All
Things Urban Fantasy “Laugh-out-loud funny—I loved it!”—Thea Harrison, New York
Times bestselling author "A hot, hot series." --Library Journal
How does one become sexually aware? What exactly happens after the threshold of
virginity has been crossed? It can be a disappointing thing for some and the greatest
thing that ever happened for others. The protagonist in "Curvy Girls Have Fun Too!"
goes through a lot of self discovery. She has had a lot of negativity hurled at her and, in
the long run, she is very trusting of men and what they want from her. After she meets a
guy through her best friend, she is faced with yet another life changing decision. This
time it is different because he has been one of the nicer guys that she has met. Find out
what she decides to do and how things take a positive turn.

Warning: This erotic romance book contains very strong language and super
steamy adult entertainment - BBW (big beautiful women), New Adult romance,
Curvy, Busty, Bigger, Spanking, BDSM, domination, submission, contemporary,
Adult romance, women's fiction. Strictly for Adults. 18+ Busty Girls Naughty
Nibbles: Short Erotic Romance – Book 2 Megan made arrangements with clients
that she knew well to have Betty and Annette assist her at the next cocktail party.
Betty helped arranged the hors d’ouevres on a tiny woman with short spiky hair.
Megan said, “Since this is in my area of expertise, let me take care of the guest
list and the munchies.” Jerome admitted that he was glad they had invited him to
this party. “I kept hoping that you would call me up for another evening of
adventure” The evening was a fluid event with people migrating from one area to
another. It’s more of a women’s empowerment thing. Check Out My Other
(Erotica) Books: Curvy Girls Do It Collection: 9 Complete Erotic Romance Stories
Busty Girls Collection: 5 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls One Night
Collection: 6 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls One Night with a Prince
Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard Big Girls One Night with a Dairy Doctor
Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy Girls Do It: Books 5 - 8 (Erotic Romance)
Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and Steamy Big Girls One Night with a
Football Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty Curvy Girls Do It Pregnant and
Horny Sizzling Wild Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do It: Books 1- 4 (Erotic Romance)
Boxed Set Big Girls One Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy
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Girls Do It On Dairy Farm Curvy Girls Do It Deeper
A man who makes food like this… has got to be great in bed. Sarah: I’ve landed
the job of a lifetime: to write a profile about the Heartthrob Chef himself, Byron
Ainsworth. Too bad he’s a slime ball in person. No, the real hero on the set of
Decadent Desserts is Ethan, Byron’s deliciously cuddly sous-chef, and I’m
making it my mission to spend my time at the studio mostly with him. Let’s call it
background research. As I enjoy more of Ethan’s company and my article begins
to take shape, I realize two things: I need to tell Ethan how I feel about him
before it’s too late. And something feels wrong about Byron. I just don’t know
what it is yet. Ethan: The moment Sarah walked onto the set, she didn’t just steal
a piece of my heart, she took the whole thing. But she’s not here for me, she’s
here to interview Byron. I might be the better chef behind closed doors, but he’s
the star of the show, whereas I’m a nobody. Still, Sarah’s presence infuses my
entire being. I know she deserves better than me, but my heart doesn't seem to
care. Every minute spent with her sucks me deeper into delight and despair, and
yet I continue to seek her out. Maybe, just maybe, I can use my talents in the
kitchen to woo her? Because if I let her slip away, I know I’ll regret it forever.
Recipe for Passion is a steamy body-positive romance featuring an adorable
teddy bear of a plus-sized hero and a strong-minded heroine who loves him
exactly for who he is. Keywords: contemporary romance, steamy romance, love
at first sight, plus size hero, plus sized hero, dad bod romance, big handsome
man, big boy romance, husky men romance, husky man romance, bhm, curvy
hero, regular guy romance, girl next door, shy hero, new adult, new adult
romance, steamy new adult romance, sexy romance, chef romance, hero who
cooks, celebrity chef, tv show romance, instalove romance, coffee break
romance
The first time Flynn Long sees her, she's lying on a bed in lingerie. The picture is
soft, just like her curves, and instantly he's obsessed. Cali Carr is at the end of
her full-figure modeling career when she's hired for a new campaign. But when
the owner of the company steps out of the shadows and starts calling the shots,
a job is the last thing it feels like. Love at first sight isn't supposed to be real. One
touch isn't supposed to ignite so much. A single picture isn't supposed to drive a
man insane. But luckily for us it's happening in Curvy! Warning: Over the top isn't
strong enough for what this short story is. It's velvety sweetness coated in instalove cheese, and it's waiting for you to take a bite.
Bigger Girls Do It with Billionaire Bachelors: Short Erotic Romance - Book 3
Warning: This erotic romance book contains very strong language and super
steamy adult entertainment - BBW (big beautiful women), New Adult romance,
Curvy, Busty, Bigger, Spanking, BDSM, domination, submission, contemporary,
Adult romance, women's fiction. Strictly for Adults. 18+ Clifford and Harold left
shortly after and drove back to their own homes, talking the entire way about
where to take the women. They finally decided on a villa they could rent on a
private Caribbean Island. Over the week prior to the Friday night pickup, emails
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were exchanged and arrangements were made for a chauffeured limousine to
pick up the women at seven Friday evening. As they stood in the front hallway
looking around, Clifford came up beside Alison and put his arm around her. “I
could not stop thinking about you all this week.” She felt him try to brace himself
but she wrapped her arms around him and said, “just let yourself relax against
me.” Enjoy. Check Out My Other Erotica Books: Curvy Girls Do It Collection: 9
Complete Erotic Romance Stories Busty Girls Collection: 5 Complete Erotic
Romance Stories Big Girls One Night Collection: 6 Complete Erotic Romance
Stories Big Girls One Night with a Prince Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard
Big Girls One Night with a Dairy Doctor Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy Girls
Do It: Books 5 - 8 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and
Steamy Big Girls One Night with a Football Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty
Curvy Girls Do It Pregnant and Horny Sizzling Wild Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do
It: Books 1- 4 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Big Girls One Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic
Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It On Dairy Farm Curvy Girls Do It Deeper
Alice's sexual adventures with her family continues, as her adoptive father has a
movie night with her. What she thought was a simple horror movie turns out to be
a porn! Will Alice give in to her desires for daddy, or will the taboo sex be too
much for her to handle? This 3000 word story includes fingering, spanking, bdsm,
and sex between daddy and daughter that's too hot to detail here!
Mature Content Warning: This erotic romance book contains very strong
language and super steamy adult entertainment - BBW (Big beautiful women),
New Adult Romance, Curvy, Busty, Bigger, Spanking, BDSM, Domination,
Submission, Contemporary, Adult romance, Women's fiction. Strictly for Adults.
18+ Bigger Girls Do It in the Champagne Room: Short Erotic Romance - Book 2
Excerpt: The two women went into the restaurant and ordered their food. While
they were waiting, Sara began to chatter about her brothers. This was a frequent
topic of conversation these days. Sara turned her bitching to the poor use of the
Champagne Room. “The Champagne Room is a goldmine.” This friend of mine
has a sister who works there sometimes and she told her about the parties they
have there. Very special. And your brothers charge for the location and the
discretion.” Selena went on to describe this party that her friend’s sister worked
at and how it involved some pretty special exotic dancers. This is how it
happened that Sara and Selena were having a gourmet lasagna dinner at the
Champagne Room with Brent and his friend Brian. They began with a small salad
and small talk. “So, what kind of parties do you like?” Before Sara could blurt out
an answer, Selena spoke up, “She exaggerates that a little bit. She really means
that she enjoys meeting new people and having adventures.” Brent picked up
Sara’s hand and held it with both of his. He stared directly into her eyes and
said, “I’d like that.” “Now for the champagne,” Brent said. He poured four flutes
of the champagne and said, “This is our champagne room, I guess you could
say.” He raised his glass in a toast, “To a passionate weekend.” Enjoy Check
Out My Other Erotica Books: Curvy Girls Do It Collection: 9 Complete Erotic
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Romance Stories Busty Girls Collection: 5 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big
Girls One Night Collection: 6 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls One
Night with a Prince Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard Big Girls One Night
with a Dairy Doctor Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy Girls Do It: Books 5 - 8
(Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and Steamy Big Girls One
Night with a Football Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty Curvy Girls Do It
Pregnant and Horny Sizzling Wild Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do It: Books 1- 4
(Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Big Girls One Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance)
Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It On Dairy Farm Curvy Girls Do It Deeper
Worried sick, curvy girl Rachel Greene only has a couple of months left before
her money runs out. She lives in a sleazy apartment and fears for her safety
every day. Worried that she won't have enough money to pay her rent, she's
ecstatic when she's hired by billionaire bad boy, Byron Blakemore. There's a
sizzling attraction between plus size Rachel and charismatic Byron, but they're as
different as night and day. He's a cocky rich guy, and she's a sweetheart. Sexyas-hell Byron is hopelessly addicted to big beautiful women and refuses to settle
down, but could one heart-pounding secret about Rachel's life make him change
his mind forever?
In this fun, fresh, fat-positive anthology, fat activist and sex educator Virgie Tovar
brings together voices from an often-marginalized community to talk about and
celebrate their lives. Hot & Heavy rejects the idea that being thin is best, instead
embracing the many fabulous aspects of being fat—building fat-positive spaces,
putting together fat-friendly wardrobes, turning society’s rules into personal
politics, and creating supportive, inclusive communities. Writers, activists,
performers, and poets—including April Flores, Alysia Angel, Charlotte Cooper,
Jessica Judd, Emily Anderson, Genne Murphy, and Tigress Osborn—cover
everything from fat go-go dancing to queer dating to urban gardening in their
essays, exploring their experiences with the word “fat,” pinpointing particular
moments that have impacted the way they think and feel about their bodies, and
telling the story of how they each became fat revolutionaries. Ground-breaking
and long overdue, Hot & Heavy is a fierce, sassy, thoughtful, authentic, and
joyous collection of stories about unapologetically—and unconditionally—loving the
body you’re in.
Ageless Erotica is a steamy anthology of erotic stories and memoir essays written for a
mature audience by writers over the age of 50. Edited by senior sex expert and
advocate Joan Price, this collection is full of erotica seniors can relate to—embracing the
agelessness of sexuality while still encompassing the changes that accompany aging.
Some selections are tender and loving, while others are edgy and kinky. But whether
characters are going solo, having spicy sex with partners they love and have loved for
decades, or engaging in casual encounters, every story included in these pages aims to
arouse and to rejoice in the sensual side of aging. A groundbreaking collection of
erotica for seniors, Ageless Erotica is a stimulating celebration of the many pleasures of
“well-seasoned” sex.
Things No One Will Tell Fat Girls is a manifesto and call to arms to women of all sizes
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and ages. With smart and sassy eloquence, veteran blogger Jes Baker calls on women
to be proud of their bodies, fight against fat-shaming, and embrace a body-positive
worldview to change public perceptions and help women maintain mental health.
Chapters include: What is Body Love and Why is it Important? Start Now Realize that
Body Hate is Learned Learn Why We've Decided to Hate Ourselves Reframe Health
Acknowledge Photoshop Normalize Mental Health Surround Yourself with Body
Positive Media Increase Conversational Awareness Wear What Scares You Create
Your Own Affirmations Find a Body Love Support System Allow Yourself to Have Bad
Days The Social Impact of Body Love/The Pay Off With the same straightforward tone
that catapulted her to national attention when she wrote a public letter addressing the
sexist comments of Abercrombie & Fitch CEO, Jes shares personal experiences along
with in-depth research in a way that is approachable, digestible, and empowering.
Featuring notable guest authors, Things No One Will Tell Fat Girls is an invitation for all
women to reject fat prejudice, learn to love their bodies, and join the most progressive,
and life changing revolution there is: the movement to change their world, not their
body.
Succulent: Chocolate Flava II is a collection of buck-wild and choco-holic erotica
presented in a series of mind-blowing tales handpicked by Zane that also includes three
original stories by the queen of erotica herself. Succulent features twenty-seven
tantalizing short stories to tease and please both him and her. For couples who want to
heat things up or for singles who want to spark a fire, there are stories written especially
for women, and others are penned expressly for men. From a psychic aficionado who
finds more than tarot cards to spread or a ménage à trois with a fifty-year-old woman,
her husband, and his new girlfriend, to a lucky bachelor who finds himself with plenty of
sexy presents on Christmas -- from a promiscuous mother and daughter -- the authors
in this anthology take risks, pushing the envelope as they explore unique situations
sure to set fire to your fantasies. These sensual stories turn Zane on and are sure to
turn you on, too.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "This year's most erotic novel
makes Fifty Shades look like the Bible. . . . Bound to be the It beach book of the
summer." -- New York Post By day, Judith Rashleigh is a put-upon assistant at a
prestigious London art house. By night, she's a hostess at one of the capital's notorious
champagne bars, although her work there pales against her activities on nights off. TO
GET WHAT SHE WANTS Desperate to make something of herself, Judith knows she
has to play the game. She's transformed her accent and taught herself about wine and
the correct use of a dessert fork, not to mention the art of discretion. She's learned to
be a good girl. But when Judith is fired for uncovering a dark secret at the heart of the
art world--and her honest efforts at a better life are destroyed--she turns to a longneglected friend. A friend who kept her chin up and back straight through every slight:
Rage. SHE WILL CROSS EVERY LINE Feeling reckless, she accompanies one of the
champagne bar's biggest clients to the French Riviera, only to find herself alone again
after a fatal accident. Tired of striving and the slow crawl to the top, Judith has a
realization: If you need to turn yourself into someone else, loneliness is a good place to
start. And she's been lonely a long time. Maestra is a glamorous, ferocious thriller and
the beginning of a razor-sharp trilogy that introduces the darkly irresistible Judith
Rashleigh, a femme fatale for the ages whose vulnerability and ruthlessness will keep
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you guessing until the last page.
"Your guide to embracing your sexy self and having brilliant, bountiful, bodacious sex!
Who says you have to be a size 6 to have the best sex of your life? Curvy Girl Sex is
here to show you that regardless of size, shape, or flexibility you CAN get creative and
have satisfying, sultry, sensual sex! Sexpert Elle Chase covers sex positions from basic
to advanced, specific challenges faced as plus-sized lovers, and precise tips, tricks and
techniques that cater to your big, beautiful body. You'll learn about sex toys on the
market that are best for a woman of size, the one item in everyone's home that's just
waiting to be used to make sex better, tried and tested methods, positions, and sex
hacks." --Publisher's description.
Warning: This erotic romance book contains very strong language and super steamy
adult entertainment - BBW (big beautiful women), New Adult romance, Curvy, Busty,
Bigger, BDSM, domination, submission, contemporary, Adult romance, women's fiction.
Strictly for Adults. 18+ Bigger Girls Do It Collection: 4 Complete Erotic Romance Stories
This collection includes: Bigger Girls Do It on Top and Dominant - Book 1 Bigger Girls
Do It in the Champagne Room - Book 2 Bigger Girls Do It with Billionaire Bachelors Book 3 Bigger Girls Do It All Night Long - Book 4 Check Out My Other Erotica Books:
Curvy Girls Do It Collection: 9 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Busty Girls Collection:
5 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls One Night Collection: 6 Complete Erotic
Romance Stories Big Girls One Night with a Prince Big Girls One Night with a
Bodyguard Big Girls One Night with a Dairy Doctor Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy
Girls Do It: Books 5 - 8 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and
Steamy Big Girls One Night with a Football Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty Curvy
Girls Do It Pregnant and Horny Sizzling Wild Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do It: Books 1- 4
(Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Big Girls One Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance) Boxed
Set Curvy Girls Do It On Dairy Farm Curvy Girls Do It Deeper
What do women really want? To be sensually seduced or pressed up against the wall
for a quickie? To be tantalized by a peep show or the chance to join the mile high club?
Acclaimed erotica writer and editor Rachel Kramer Bussel knows: They want it all. They
want to be worshiped, ordered around, sent blindly into ecstasy, and made hot in front
of a mirror. They want strangers bearing ice cubes on a hot day and to be the party
favor passed around among guests. They want sex at the office and in the great
outdoors and on trains and airplanes. They want sex with the whole United States of
America (or, at least, part of it). They want to be wooed, seduced, flirted with, taken.
They want to handpick their lovers and make them do their bidding. They want men,
women, and sometimes both at the same time. In Dirty Girls, the country's best erotic
writers explore their sexual psyches. With contributions from Carol Queen, Alison Tyler,
Sofia Quintero, Shanna Germain, Lillian Ann Slugocki, Tsaurah Litzky, and many
others, this collection will set your heart racing as you savor these intimate, shocking,
and passionate female fantasies.
This big book of bi explores every option. There are girlfriends and wives, husbands
and boyfriends, first dates, threesomes and much more here. There's daring and
adventure, women taking risks by stepping outside their comfort zones, whether it's by
surrendering to a bodyguard in `The Slate' by Tahira Iqbal or confronting `The Wife' of a
male lover in Kay Jaybee's story, only to be confronted right back. Stories feature
strong women, such as `The Robber Girl' by Lori Selke, and men who surprise them
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with their sensitivity, such as in Bussel's own story.
Curvy girls deserve a happy ever after too. Vanessa hasn’t let her curvylicious plus-size body
keep her from having a solid career, great friends and a crappy love life. Oh, wait – yeah, her
sex life blows, and not in the fun way. A string of unsatisfying relationships and a best friend
who drags her to a BDSM club help her step full swing into her dirty thirties. Cade the Stoic
Dom, always in control but never in love, is drawn to Vanessa’s size 20 submissive streak. He
can’t keep his hands (or his tongue or any other part of his body) off this voluptuous new sub.
Her open and honest exploration of her new found kinks excite him like no one else he’s ever
been with. Amazing orgasms and intimate cuddles soon grow into love for Vanessa, but
Cade’s the one person everyone has told her not to develop feelings for. Cade drops his subs
the moment they express deeper feelings for him. What’s a girl to do? She’ll have to dump his
ass before he discovers how she feels or be the curvy temptation he can’t resist. If you like
curvy girl BBW romance, a hot alpha hero, and some BDSM power exhange between a sexy
Dominant and a new submissive, you'll love this book!
The Ultimate Complete BBW Erotic Romance Collection: Big, Bigger, Busty and Curvy Girls
Erotica Stories (Over 800 Pages). *********************** *** Mature Content Warning: This erotic
romance book contains very strong language and super steamy adult entertainment - Strictly
for Adults *** 18+ ***************************** This Ultimate Collection Includes: Big Girls One
Night Collection - 5 Complete Erotic Romance Stories. Bigger Girls Do It Collection - 4
Complete Erotic Romance Stories. Busty Girls Collection - 5 Complete Erotic Romance
Stories. Curvy Girls Do It Collection - 8 Complete Erotic Romance Stories. Enjoy the Ultimate
BBW Erotic Romance Stories in one Bundle.
Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard: Short Erotic Romance - Book 4 Mature Content
Warning: This erotic romance book contains very strong language and super steamy adult
entertainment - BBW (Big beautiful women), New Adult Romance, Curvy, Busty, Bigger,
Spanking, BDSM, Domination, Submission, Contemporary, Adult romance, Women's fiction.
Strictly for Adults. 18+ When Tania looked over at Sheree to see what her reaction to her
stated desire to freshen up in the men’s suite, she was surprised to see that Lloyd had leaned
in intimately and was playing with Sheree’s hands. When they entered the suite Jake pointed
out where the bathrooms were. The two girls went to the same bathroom together. “They’re
taking a long time aren’t they?” Jake laughed and patted Lloyd’s shoulder. “You don’t know
much about women do you? “I’m just nervous I guess.” “Come on Lloyd. You are not going to
try to tell me this is the first time you picked up a woman.” Lloyd shook his head slowly. “No
man. I have had lots of tail in my life.” Lloyd hesitated then added, “I’ve just never had a big
one before.” “Are you serious? You are in for a treat. Enjoy! Check Out My Other (Erotica)
Books: Curvy Girls Do It Collection: 9 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Busty Girls Collection:
5 Complete Erotic Romance Stories Big Girls One Night Collection: 6 Complete Erotic
Romance Stories Big Girls One Night with a Prince Big Girls One Night with a Bodyguard Big
Girls One Night with a Dairy Doctor Curvy Girls Do It On Vacation Curvy Girls Do It: Books 5 8 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It Wetter and Steamy Big Girls One Night with a
Football Superstar Curvy Girls Do It Naughty Curvy Girls Do It Pregnant and Horny Sizzling
Wild Honeymoon Curvy Girls Do It: Books 1- 4 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Big Girls One
Night: Books 1-3 (Erotic Romance) Boxed Set Curvy Girls Do It On Dairy Farm Curvy Girls Do
It Deeper Bigger Girls Do It on Top and Dominant
An anthology of erotica for large women and those who love them.
What do you do when you're handed your dream opportunity? You take it! Jenna Life couldn't
get any better. Running Curvy Cuties Magazine with my four besties is awesome! As editor, I'm
living my best life.There's only one cloud in my beautiful, blue sky and his name is Lucas
Templeton IV. He's a little salty that his mother gave us the magazine for free and I'm in the
path of his fury. Lucky me.Lucas Templeton IVI swear my mom is losing her mind. Giving away
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a multi-million dollar magazine to a bunch of girls? What was she thinking? Hopefully, I can
convince the editor to listen to reason so we can avoid a costly legal battle. But one look at the
curvy beauty and my plan goes south. I thought losing my grandfather's company was scary
but that's nothing compared to the terror I feel when I realize I just lost my heart.What happens
when Mr. Uptight meets his shy, curvy heart thief? He seizes the opportunity. Looking for overthe-top heroes falling hard for their curvy women? Lacey promises cute, quick insta-love
romance with a touch of humor.
This entertaining and arousing collection of stories delves into an aspect of lesbian sex that
has been overlooked in women's erotica: femme/femme attraction.
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